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Polarization Control of Branching Ratios in Photodissociation
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It is sho~n that product ratios in photodissociation diA'erential cross sections can be controlled experi-
mentally by variation of the polarization of the exciting laser. For M-selected initial states, where M is
the angular momentum projection quantum number of the initial bound level, control can be complete
insofar as one can totally eliminate production of a selected product-arrangement channel. Further we

show that control survives M averaging for 'Z 'H systems. The method is applied to model diatomic
'Z 'P and 'P 'H photodissociation.

PACS numbers: 34.50.Rk, 33.80.Gj, 34.50.Lf

The use of lasers to control product populations in dis-
sociation and scattering has long been a goal in molecu-
lar physics. ' Recent theoretical work has shown that
the essence of controlling photodissociation products lies
in the ability to alter directly, through coherent excita-
tion, the amplitudes and phases of components of sta-
tionary energy eigenstates in the continuum. At present,
experimental verification of this fundamental approach
to laser-controlled reaction dynamics is hampered by the
need for multiple, phase-matched, excitation frequencies
with well-defined relative phases.

In this paper, we eliminate these restrictions by dem-
onstrating that active control over diH'erential cross sec-
tions can be obtained with a single laser frequency of
variable elliptic polarization. A wide range of yield con-
trol is shown to be attainable for an M-selected state,
where M is the angular-momentum projection quantum
number for the initial bound level. In many systems a
substantial degree of control also survives averaging over
M. As a consequence of this result, experimental
verification of the principle of coherent control is within
immediate experimental reach. Below, we restrict atten-
tion to diatomic photodissociation although qualitative
features are the same for polyatomic systems.

Standard treatments of photodissociation give the
rate of radiant energy absorption per unit angle, associ-
ated with the transition from an initial bound state

I yo)
into arrangement channel q, as

dRqld+ k Ev I T, (M, 8k Pk ) I

'
Here E~ is the photon energy, and Tq(M, 8k, pk)
=&go I

e. d I yq ), where d is the dipole moment and e is
the polarization vector. The state I yo) is defined by en-

ergy Eo, and vibrational, rotational, and rotational-
projection quantum numbers vo, Jo, and M. The contin-
uum ket I tlrq ), also an exact eigenstate of the total

molecular Hamiltonian, describes a final state with
momentum kq that dissociates into channel q and obeys
incoming boundary conditions. The angles Qk (8k, pk)
define the space-fixed orientation of kq. For brevity, the
dependence of Tq(M, 8k, tipk) on 8k and pk will hence-
forth be suppressed, as are the Jp, vo, and Eo depen-
dences. Note that we assume a system in which kq
specifies the asymptotic state completely. Remarks on
systems with additional degeneracies are provided later
below.

In general, the polarization vector is given by
0

e~e "i~+E2e'"E2, (2)
where e', (s 1,2) are orthonormal vectors, and e„a,are
real. We choose space-fixed coordinates such that the z
axis coincides with el and the negative y axis with e2 so
that 0, =(8„—tr/2) is the space-fixed orientation of e, .

The probability of our obtaining products in channel q
at the indicated angles is

I T, (M) I

'
P (M 8k IPk )

where n runs all over the product channels; the branch-
ing ratio R is given by I Tq(M) I /I T (M) I . With
the definitions Tq, =(tlroI e, 'd

I yq ) and I„q =Tq*,T, ,
the ratio can be written as

el Ill +e2I22 +2ele2cos(a2 —at+a~2 ) I I(2
(q) 2 (q) (q) (q)

qq' 2 (q') p (q')
etI)t +e2I22 +2e)e2cos(tz2 —a)+a)2 ) II)2

(q') (q') '

(3)

The integrals I q (i =1,2) are real, whereas 1t2 is com-
plex with phase a12 . Note that all I;~. , as well as R
depend on the scattering angles 8k and pk.

Experimental control over R ~ is therefore obtained
by the variation of the phase diN'erence a2 —a~ and of
the amplitude parameter S =e2/(et + e2), i.e., the degree
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of elliptical polarization of the incident light. Since
the I,2 and I,2 terms affect Rqq the resultant ratio is

not just the sum of linear polarization contributions.
That is, the cross term introduces interference effects
through the phase difference a2 —ai. Note, in this re-

gard, that the spatial phase of the electric field cancels
out of all relevant expressions.

The extent of achievable control in this case is consid-
erable. Note that by definition, I Il2 I

I l l I22 .(q) 2 (q) (q)

Hence, if experimental parameters are tuned such
that S=Ill /(Ill +I22 ), and a2 —al =z —al2, then(q) (q) (q) (q)

I Tq(M) I 0, i.e., any selected q channel may be corn

pletely suppressed in the photodissociation! Thus, for a
system with two exit arrangement channels specified by

kq, R, may be tuned to either 0 or infinity, i.e., varia-
tion of the polarization of a laser incident on an M-
specific state gives 0-100% control over the product yield
at a fixed detection angle.

The branching ratio R has the same form as the ra-
tio derived in Ref. 2 for the integrated cross section for
photodissociation from an initial superposition of two
bound states that dissociates under the infiuence of two
lasers. Control there derives from parameters that
characterize the relative intensities and phases of two
lasers, whereas control here derives from parameters that
characterize the polarization of one laser. In both cases
the variation of the experimental parameters directly
alters the constitution of the created superposition state,

N

yq (R,r;k) = g F„q(R)p„(r;R),
n 1

(4)

where N is the number of channels available to the sys-
tem. In terms of nuclear functions, Tq, is then

T,.= —e( 7 ~) '"QYi'&«. )(F.q I Dpi*u 'p IFp), (5)
ptn

where p runs from —1 to 1, D is the rotation matrix,
and e is the electron charge. The dipole intensity
p„p(R)is given by

t 'p'-XJ(3 n)'"(ql. Irj Yii«i) I(tp), (6)

where (rJ, OJ ) are body-fixed coordinates of the jth elec-
tron. Below, 0 (8,&) denotes the orientation of R.

The nuclear ground state can be written as Fp

YJ~(Q)y„,'(R)/R and the nuclear portion of the
final-state function expanded in partial waves:

refiecting the essential principle of coherent control.
To compute R ., as well as to consider the case of

non-M-selected initial states, requires specification of the
symmetries of the states. Here, we discuss diatomic

'Z and 'Z 'IT transitions and describe the initial
bound state by the Born-Oppenheimer function
yp=Fp(R)qlp(r;R), where R is the space-fixed separa-
tion between the fragments and r denotes the electronic
coordinates of the system. The coupled-channels wave
function is taken as

oo J
F,q = g g i (2J+1)Dhoti, (yk, 8k, 0)DstA(y, 8,0)y„q (R)/R,

4& J-om- —z
(7)

where A is the absolute value of the z component of the electronic angular momentum; A =0 for Z states and A =1 for a
IT state.

Experimentally, it is easier to work with non-M-selected initial states, and so we consider the M average

(I Tq I ) (2Jp+1) '+st I Tq(M) I and associated probability (P q ). The M sum is performed with use of Eq. 4.6.2
in Ref. 5, with the result

2 (A)

(IT, l')- ' e'll+pq~'B(8k (sk)+pq~'«8k (tk)l

with

and

B(8k 4k ) e [eIP2(cos8k ) +e2P2( sln8k»nqlk ) +3ele2cos(Q2 Ql )cos8k sln8k slnkki

R (8k, yk ) =3 cos(a2 —a l )sin 8k cospk,2

where P2 is the second-order Legendre polynomial and
=E) + E2. Here the coeScient cd is the integrated

cross section, Pq
l is the anisotropy factor, and pq

l is a
factor due to the interference of the two laser com-
ponents.

For an M-averaged case, extensive control is no longer
guaranteed and determination of the yield range requires
examination of (I Tq I ). It is easy to show that for
'X 'Z this range does not exceed that attainable by

variation of the angle of detection after excitation with a
linear polarization. To see this note that pq =0 so that
for a 'X 'X transition the third term drops out of Eq.
(8). With the definitions b =el

I cos8k I, c =e2
I sin8k

x sinpk I, and

A =a2 —ai xH(cos8k sin8k sinpk), —

where H(x) =0 for x (0 and unity otherwise, then
a =b +c —2bccosA, and B(8k,pk) =(3a —e )/2e .
In this form it is clear that the miniinum of p(8k, pk)
(and hence (I Tq I )) occurs at A =0, a=0, and the
maximum at 2 =z, both of which are linear polarization
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l.0

0.8—

0.6

phase-controlled excitation of pure states. Quantitative-

ly, such control has been shown to be substantial and
hence experimentally demonstrable in both M-selected
and M-averaged cases.
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tronic labels in diatomics or vibration-rotation states in

polyatomics), but application of the theory only requires
technical extensions which we have described previously
for the two-laser case. Finally, note that polarization
control disappears entirely if one examines the total pho-
todissociation cross section.

In summary, photodissociation with variable elliptical
polarization provides a direct route to the experimental
demonstration of control of product populations through

FIG. 3. Probability (Pt'11 in 'Z 'Il photodissociation
from M-averaged initial state with (vo, jo) -(0,1). Curves are
for fixed aq —al with top curve at aq —al n/3 and lower
curves separated by a2 —a| tt/3 to a2 —a| 2z. Scattering
angle shown is at (ek, pk) -(tr/4, 3n/4).
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